   John Meyrose

2. **For the Fallen** (2015/2016) 7:10
   Judith Shatia

3. **Break** (2016) 10:37
   Ed Martin

4. **As brightness is smeared into memory** (2018) 7:33
   Jeff Herriott

5. **Örzi** (2017) 10:05
   Alexis Beconi

6. **Saudade Study** (2017) 6:02
   Nathan Edwards


   Robin Julien Heylitz

   Total 60:56

   **Drew Whiting** saxophone

---

**JEFF HERRIOTT**, **As brightness is smeared into memory**, for soprano saxophone and electronics

*As brightness is smeared into memory* was my attempt to think about how my now 7-year-old daughter is getting older and the simultaneous sadness and joy that I experience as a parent. The piece was composed for saxophonist Drew Whiting and commissioned by a consortium of saxophonists in fall 2018. -JH